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Figure 2.1. Schematic of the two-stage model proposed for general
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folding of α-helical bundles (top) and the concerted model for the folding
of β-barrels into the lipid bilayer.
Figure 2.2. Schematic illustrating the general cell envelope of E.coli.

14

The inner membrane (IM) is separated from the outer membrane (OM) by
the aqueous periplasm, which contains the peptidoglycan cell wall
component. Inner membrane proteins contain α-helical domains while
outer membrane proteins contain β-barrel transmembrane domains. Both
the IM and OM contain lipoproteins that are attached to their periplasmic
sides. Adapted from Ruiz et al., 2006.
Figure 2.3. The amino acid sequence of wt-OmpA is shown. The signal
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sequence prior to the OmpA sequence is shown in parentheses. Native
Trp (W7, W15, W57, W102, W143) are highlighted in blue. The last
residue in all truncated proteins is highlighted in red. A175 is shown in
green and C290 and C302 that were mutated to serines are shown in
orange.
Figure 2.4. Structure of the OmpA transmembrane domain (residues 1171), solved by X-ray crystallography (Pautsch & Schulz, 1998). The 5
native Trp are shown along with the approximate dimensions and an
illustration of the C-terminal tail in the periplasmic space. The
approximate location of the transmembrane region is shown with the red,
dashed lines.
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Figure 2.5. Schematic of the oriented insertion of OmpA into the lipid
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vesicles in refolding in vitro experiments. The C-terminus tail of OmpA is
located on the exterior of the vesicle while the extracellular loops are on
the interior of the vesicle.
Figure 2.6. Cross section of the OmpA transmembrane structure
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displaying the Trp orientations. W102 is the only Trp that faces the
OmpA pore. The other 4 Trp face the exterior of the bilayer and interact
with the lipid bilayer.
Figure 2.7. Typical DLS scan showing the diameter of DMPC vesicles.

33

Sizes range from 20-60 nm in diameter.
Figure 2.8. Scheme showing the major steps of OmpA extraction from
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outer membranes.
Figure 2.9. Representative FPLC trace for purification of OmpA mutants
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on a 35 HiTrap QFF column. A 0-200 mM NaCl gradient was used to
elute unfolded protein, which comes out as a broad peak on the trace.
Figure 2.10. Typcial SDS-PAGE of FPLC purified OmpA is shown on
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the left. The right figure shows unfolded (35 kDa) and folded (30 kDa)
OmpA in vesicles.
Figure 3.1. Structures of OG detergent and DMPC phospholipid.
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Illustrations of a detergent micelle and unilamellar vesicles are shown,
along with approximate sizes.
Figure 3.2. Schematic of the setup for time-resolved measurements using
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the femtosecond Titanium:sapphire (Ti:Sap) laser and the picosecond
streak camera. Not all optical parts are illustrated. Figure not drawn to
scale. Abbrevation PD = photodiode.
Figure 3.3. CD spectra of wild-type, full-length, and truncated Trp

66

mutants unfolded in urea (top) and buffer (bottom).
Figure 3.4. CD spectra of wild-type, full-length, and truncated Trp
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mutants folded in OG micelles (top), DMPC vesicles at 30 oC (middle),
and DMPC vesicles at 15 oC (bottom).
Figure 3.5. Overlay of CD spectra for Trp mutants at 30 oC (solid) and
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15oC (dotted). Truncated mutants display lower β-sheet signal than fulllength. 15 oC data were averaged over the last 30-60 min of refolding. 30
o

C data were averaged over 130-150 min into folding.

Figure 3.6. Steady-state fluorescence of NATA in urea, phosphate buffer,
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OG micelles, and DMPC vesicles at 30 oC. Spectra at 15 oC have the
same emission maxima at 352 nm as the 30 oC spectra.
Figure 3.7. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of full-length (solid lines)
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and truncated (dotted lines) OmpA mutants unfolded in urea at 30 oC.
Spectra were corrected for vesicle-only background and normalized to
protein concentration.
Figure 3.8. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of full-length (solid lines)
and truncated (dotted lines) OmpA mutants folded in OG micelles at 30
o

C. Spectra were corrected for vesicle-only background and normalized to

protein concentration.
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Figure 3.9. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of full-length (solid lines)
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and truncated OmpA mutants folded in DMPC vesicles at 30 oC. Spectra
were corrected for vesicle-only background and normalized to protein
concentration.
Figure 3.10. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of full-length (solid lines)
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and truncated (dotted lines) OmpA mutants folded in DMPC vesicles at 15
o

C. Spectra were corrected for vesicle-only background and normalized to

protein concentration.
Figure 3.11. Comparison of steady-state fluorescence spectra of full-
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length and truncated OmpA mutants folded in DMPC vesicles at 30 oC
(solid lines) and 15 oC (dotted lines). Top panel shows full-length mutants
at both temperatures. Bottom panel shows truncated mutants at both
temperatures. Spectra were corrected for vesicle-only background and
normalized to protein concentration.
Figure 3.12. Steady-state fluorescence spectra of full-length (solid lines)
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and truncated (dotted lines) OmpA mutants unfolded in phosphate buffer
at 30 oC. Spectra were corrected for vesicle-only background and
normalized to protein concentration.
Figure 3.13 Time-resolved fluorescence of NATA in urea, phosphate
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buffer, micelles, and vesicles (30 oC and 15 oC).
Figure 3.14. Time-resolved fluorescence of Trp mutants in urea.
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Figure 3.15. Time-resolved fluorescence of Trp mutants in OG micelles.
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Figure 3.16. Time-resolved fluorescence of Trp mutants in DMPC
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vesicles, 30 oC.
Figure 3.17. Fluorescence decays of full-length (left) and truncated
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mutants (right), mutants unfolded in urea (black), folded in OG micelles
Figure 3.18. Time-resolved fluorescence of Trp mutants in DMPC
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vesicles, 15 oC
Figure 3.19. Steady-state anisotropy of mutants in urea.
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Figure 3.20. Steady-state anisotropy of mutants in micelles.
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Figure 3.21. Steady-state anisotropy of mutants in DMPC.
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Figure 3.22. Time-resolved anisotropy of full-length (top) and truncated
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mutants (bottom) unfolded in urea. Measurements were taken in a 50 ns
time window.
Figure 3.23. Time-resolved anisotropy of full-length (top) and truncated
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mutants (bottom) folded in OG micelles. Measurements were taken in a
50 ns time window.
Figure 3.24. Time-resolved anisotropy of full-length (top) and truncated
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mutants (bottom) folded in DMPC vesicles at 30 oC. Measurements were
taken in a 50 ns time window.
Figure 3.25 Overlay of anisotropy decays for full-length and truncated
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mutants for each Trp position.
Figure 3.26. Time-resolved anisotropy of full-length (top) and truncated
mutants (bottom) folded in DMPC vesicles at 30 oC. Measurements were
taken in a 5 ns time window.
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Figure 4.1. Structures of DMPC, 1-palmitoyl-2-stearoyl (6-7) dibromo-
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sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (6,7-DiBr), and 1-palmitoyl-2-stearoyl (1112) dibromo-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (11,12-DiBr). Mixed vesicles
of DMPC/6,7-DiBr and DMPC/11,12-DiBr were prepared with a 0.25
molar fraction of DMPC:DiBr lipids.
Figure 4.2. Steady-state fluorescence of full-length (top) and truncated

113

(bottom) mutants in DMPC (solid lines) and 6,7-DiBr (dashed lines)
vesicles
Figure 4.3. Steady-state fluorescence of full-length (top) and truncated
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(bottom) mutants in DMPC (solid lines) and 11,12-DiBr (dashed lines)
vesicles
Figure 4.4. Fluorescence decays of full-length (top) and truncated
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(bottom) Trp mutants folded in DMPC vesicles (solid lines) and 6,7-DiBr
vesicles (dashed lines) at 30 oC.
Figure 4.5. Fluorescence decays of full-length (top) and truncated
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(bottom) Trp mutants folded in DMPC vesicles (solid lines) and 11,12DiBr vesicles (dashed lines) at 30 oC.
Figure 4.6. Fluorescence quenching rates of full-length (top) and
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truncated (bottom) mutants in 6,7-DiBr vesicles at 30 oC.
Figure 4.7. Fluorescence quenching rates of full-length (top) and
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truncated (bottom) mutants in 11,12-DiBr vesicles at 30 oC.
Figure 4.8. Overlay of the quenching rate of full-length mutants (left) and
truncated mutants (right) folded in the two different DiBr lipid positions.
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Figure 4.9. Overlay of the quenching rates of full-length mutants (red)

120

and truncated mutants (blue) folded in 6,7-DiBr (left) and 11,12-DiBr
(right).
Figure 5.1. Schematic of the current model of OmpA folding into the

132

lipid bilayer. The chart indicates the average distances of the Trp residues
from the center of the bilayer for each intermediate and the native
structure. Adapted from Kleinschmidt, 2003.
Figure 5.2. Fluorescence spectra of W143t immediately following

144

greater than 120 fold dilution of 8 M urea into phosphate buffer (KPi).
During the 120 minute reaction, the spectra showed no systematic shifts.
Figure 5.3. Fluorescence spectra of full-length W7 mutants immediately
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following protein injection to initiate folding into DMPC vesicles at 30 oC.
During the 120 minute folding reaction, general changes in the spectra are
observed in the form of a blue-shift in emission maximum and an increase
in quantum yield.
Figure 5.4. Fluorescence spectra of W7t immediately following protein
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injection to initiate folding into DMPC vesicles at 30 oC. During the 120
minute folding reaction, general changes in the spectra are observed in the
form of a blue-shift in emission maximum and an increase in quantum
yield.
Figure 5.5. Relative changes in emission maxima (top) and emission
intensity (bottom) as a function of folding time. A value of “1” indicates
the final emission maximum or intensity at t = 120 minutes.
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Figure 5.6. Comparison of the rate of blue-shifting and quantum yield
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increase for W7 and W7t. Dotted line indicates the approximate time
when blue-shift is complete while quantum yield continues to increase.
Figure 5.7. Comparison of the rate of blue-shifting and quantum yield
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increase for W15 and W15t. Dotted line indicates the approximate time
when blue-shift is complete while quantum yield continues to increase.
Figure 5.8. Comparison of the rate of blue-shifting and quantum yield
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increase for W57 and W57t. Dotted line indicates the approximate time
when blue-shift is complete while quantum yield continues to increase.
Figure 5.9. Comparison of the rate of blue-shifting and quantum yield
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increase for W102 and W102t. Dotted line indicates the approximate time
when blue-shift is complete while quantum yield continues to increase.
Figure 5.10. Comparison of the rate of blue-shifting and quantum yield
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increase for W143 and W143t. Dotted line indicates the approximate time
when blue-shift is complete while quantum yield continues to increase.
Figure 5.11. Fluorescence intensity of Trp mutants monitored at 330 nm
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immediately following initiation of folding reaction in DMPC for fulllength mutants. Kinetic traces were normalized to have equivalent
maximum emission intensities at 120 minutes.
Figure 5.12. Fluorescence intensity of Trp mutants monitored at 330 nm
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immediately following initiation of folding reaction in DMPC for
truncated mutants. Kinetic traces were normalized to have equivalent
maximum emission intensities at 120 minutes.
Figure 5.13. Overlay of fluorescence intensity at 330 nm for full-length
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and truncated mutants at each Trp position.
Figure 5.14. Fluorescence spectra (top) of W7t immediately following
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protein injection to initiate folding into DMPC vesicles at 15 oC. The
intensity at 330 nm is shown on the bottom. Spectra are immediately
blue-shifted upon addition of protein to the cold vesicles. During the 60
minutes of data collection, no changes in the spectra and 330 nm values
are observed.
Figure 5.15. Fluorescence spectra (top) of W15t immediately following
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protein injection to initiate folding into DMPC vesicles at 15 oC. The
intensity at 330 nm is shown on the bottom. Spectra are immediately
blue-shifted upon addition of protein to the cold vesicles. During the 60
minutes of data collection, no changes in the spectra and 330 nm values
are observed.
Figure 5.16. Fluorescence spectra (top) of W102t immediately following
protein injection to initiate folding into DMPC vesicles at 15 oC. The
intensity at 330 nm is shown on the bottom. Spectra are immediately
blue-shifted upon addition of protein to the cold vesicles. During the 60
minutes of data collection, very small changes in the spectra and 330 nm
values are observed.
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Figure 5.17. Fluorescence intensity measured at 330 nm for all Trp
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mutants immediately following protein injection to initiate adsorption onto
DMPC vesicles at 15 oC. During the 60 minutes of data collection, no
changes in the 330 nm values are observed.
Figure 5.18. CD spectra of full-length Trp mutants immediately
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following initiation of a folding reaction in 30 °C DMPC (left) and 15 °C
DMPC (right). The time scales for folding are different for 30 °C and 15
°C samples. As the protein refolds, the CD spectra evolved to form βsheet signal for folding at 30 °C. In contrast, no changes in signal were
observed for refolding at 15 °C.
Figure 5.19. CD spectra of truncated Trp mutants immediately following
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initiation of a folding reaction in 30 °C DMPC (left) and 15 °C DMPC
(right). The time scales for folding are different for 30 °C and 15 °C
samples. As the protein refolds, the CD spectra evolved to form β-sheet
signal for folding at 30 °C. In contrast, no changes in signal were
observed for refolding at 15 °C.
Figure 5.20. Top panel shows the molar ellipticity at 206 nm for full-
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length mutants as the proteins fold into DMPC vesicles at 30 oC. Bottom
panel shows the molar ellipticity at 206 nm for truncated mutants as the
proteins fold into DMPC vesicles at 30 oC.
Figure 5.21. Changes in molar ellipticity at 206 nm for full-length
mutants as the proteins fold into DMPC vesicles at 30 oC. Blue traces are
truncated mutants and red traces are full-length mutants.
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Figure 6.1. Sample potential energy landscape for lysozyme folding.
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Adapted from Dobson et al., 1998.
Figure 6.2. Schematic depicting the relationship between protein

173

conformations and fluorescence decay kinetics. The left side shows a
simplified energy landscape funnel. At the top of the funnel, an ensemble
of unfolded proteins will exhibit a broad distribution of distances (P(r))
between the FET donors and acceptors and slow excited-decay kinetics.
At the bottom, an ensemble of folded proteins should exhibit a narrow
distance distribution and faster excited-state decay kinetics. The distance
distribution function can be transformed using Eq. 1 to a distribution of
fluorescence decay rates (k). P(k) can be transformed using Eq. 4 to a
fluorescence decay intensity profile (I(t)) . Figure obtained from Julia
Lyubovitsky’s dissertation (Lyubovitsky, 2003).
Figure 6.3. Overlap of NATA emission with normalized Dns absorption.
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Figure 6.4. Reaction of a general cysteine with 1,5 IEADANS to produce
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the dansylated cysteine on the protein. Note that cysteine was drawn as a
free amino acid for simplicity. In reality, these cysteines are attached to
the protein.
Figure 6.5. Structure of OmpA showing the positions and distance of W7
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and A175C. The α-carbon position of W7 ~16 Å from to A175C,
according to the NMR structure (PDB file IG90).
Figure 6.6. Absorption spectra of time points from a side-by-side labeling
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reaction of W7/A175C and the control protein, W7/C290S/C302S
(abbreviated as W7/0C), with IAEDANS. The ratio of Dns to protein
indicates that 5 hr is sufficient for labeling.
Figure 6.7. Fluorescence spectra of full-length W7/A175C-Dns
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immediately following protein injection to initiate folding into DMPC
vesicles at 30oC. Two general processes are observed (top): blue-shift in
emission maxima and quantum yield increase. Relative changes in
emission maxima (bottom, blue trace) and emission intensity (bottom,
green and red traces) are shown as a function of folding time. Traces were
normalized so that a value of “1” corresponds to the emission maximum or
intensity at t = 2 hr.
Figure 6.8. Fluorescence spectra of truncated W7t/A175C-Dns
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immediately following protein injection to initiate folding into DMPC
vesicles at 30 oC. Two general processes are observed (top): blue-shift in
emission maxima and quantum yield increase. Relative changes in
emission maxima (bottom, blue trace) and emission intensity (bottom,
green and red traces) are shown as a function of folding time. Traces were
normalized so that a value of “1” corresponds to the emission maximum or
intensity at t = 2 hr.
Figure 6.9. Excitation of Dns in W7/A175C-Dns with 340 nm excitation
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does not produce a continuous rise in emission.
Figure 6.10. Fluorescence spectra of W7/A175C (unlabeled) immediately
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following protein injection to initiate folding into DMPC vesicles at 30oC.
Relative changes in emission maxima (bottom, blue trace) and emission
intensity (bottom, red trace) are shown as a function of folding time.
Traces were normalized so that a value of “1” corresponds to the emission
maximum or intensity at t = 2 hr.
Figure 6.11. Fluorescence spectra of W7t/A175C (unlabeled)
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immediately following protein injection to initiate folding into DMPC
vesicles at 30oC. Relative changes in emission maxima (bottom, blue
trace) and emission intensity (bottom, red trace) are shown as a function of
folding time. Traces were normalized so that a value of “1” corresponds
to the emission maximum or intensity at t = 2 hr.
Figure 6. 12. Energy transfer rates are shown for the different folding
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times for W7/A175C-Dns and W7t/A175C-Dns. The energy transfer rate
has decayed to a constant by ~ 14 min for W7/A175C and between 10-60
min for W7t/A175C.
Figure 6. 13. Typical data sets collected for FET kinetics. Top, left graph
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are measurements of Trp decays as the protein folds into DMPC vesicles;
Trp decays become only slightly faster as the protein folds. Top, right
graph are measurements of Dns emission using 290 nm excitation; energy
transfer is observed as a slow rise in intensity. Bottom graph is Dns
emission from W7/A175C-Dns in urea; no energy transfer to Dns is
observed.
Figure 6.14. CD spectra of W7/A175C, W7t/A175C, and wild-type
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OmpA. Note that the ellipticities are lower than those from Chapter 3,
most likely due to inaccurate protein concentrations used to determine
molar ellipticities.
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